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Introduction

The spotlight on enterprise sustainability has become brighter post-pandemic. With the ever-growing environmental and social consciousness among consumers and an ever-changing 
regulatory regime across geographies, enterprises are compelled to take measures to become more sustainable. Although sustainability measures remained obligatory for the majority of 
the enterprises until a decade ago, there is a strong resolve among industry leaders to become more purpose-driven and use sustainability as a brand differentiator in the present era. 
Enterprises are gradually realizing that having the correct sustainability impact will have a positive effect on their bottom lines along with mitigating compliance risks. 

Embracing sustainability enhances brand reputation, retains and enlarges the customer base, and increases profits in the long run. While the enterprises understand the importance of 
embracing sustainability, they are unable to pave their future vision around it with their current in-house expertise and capabilities. Hence, they are extensively collaborating with the
fast-evolving sustainability technology provider ecosystem to accelerate their sustainability journeys. Enterprises are leveraging these technology providers to monitor their ESG data,
ease their ESG reporting, create sustainability roadmaps, generate more inclusive and safe workplaces, reduce their carbon footprints,  accommodate circular economy in their production 
processes, and many other sustainability use cases.

In this report, we have examined the sustainability technology landscape with a software-oriented lens. Although sustainability-led hardware completes the sustainability enablement 
ecosystem, we have driven this report to analyze the software and platform providers that are assisting enterprises with their sustainability journeys. Our research is focused on 
technologies such as AI, data and analytics, cloud, and other IT solutions that help enterprises deliver on their ESG goals. 

Scope of this report
Geography Industry Services
Global All industries Sustainability technology 

providers
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 Enterprises are struggling to track, monitor, and manage their ESG data and partnering with ESG data reporting platforms that can automate 
data collection and integrate data in appropriate frameworks, making enterprise ESG reporting seamless

 ESG data providers are also increasing due to BFSI and other industries’ growing need for curated ESG data

Key report findings:

 LCA software adoption is accelerating across industries due to the software’s sustainability and cost benefits. Niche players and many key 
integrated players are gaining traction in the market

 EHS software adoption is increasing due to the growing emphasis on employee safety compliance within firms. Following the pandemic, the 
people aspect of sustainability has taken center stage

EHS and LCA ecosystems 

 Enterprises across industries are focusing on green IT, as it directly affects their net zero strategies
 The cloud will play a pivotal role in helping enterprises meet their sustainability agendas; cloud sustainability is an ecosystem-enabled, vendor-

driven, and enterprise-led strategy

Sustainable IT 

 New categories of software firms are emerging in the sustainability enablement ecosystem to solve complex sustainability challenges 
 Some of the emerging firms in this category are green building management software providers, geospatial data providers, and smart agriculture 

platform providers 

Other emerging categories 

This report examines the sustainability technology provider landscape and its impact on the sustainability services market. It focuses on the key value proposition and scope of solutions that 
different categories of sustainability-led software providers offer.  

ESG data ecosystem 

Overview and key messages
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This study offers 9 distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of sustainability 
software provider landscape; below are four illustrations to display the depth of the report

Key technologies driving sustainability enablement engagements ESG data management and reporting landscape

Role of cloud in sustainable IT transformation Emerging categories of players in the sustainability software provider landscape

35%

22%

22%

8%

8% 5%

AI and data & analytics-driven 
engagements 

Cloud-driven engagements

Mix- AI, cloud, analytics

IoT-driven engagements 

Mix- others 

Blockchain-driven engagements

100% = 300+ sustainability-led client engagements Key value proposition Scope of solutions
Enterprises are responding to the fast-changing ESG regulatory environment by 
leveraging this software for:

 Disclosing forward-looking information and multi-year targets 
 Aligning financial and ESG performance to facilitate a complete and timely 

evaluation of the company’s prospects by investors

 Automated ESG data collection and entry
 Unified system of ESG reporting with embedded frameworks 

Categories of providers
SaaS providers Niche players

SaaS players are launching a scalable sustainability and ESG reporting software 
to simplify ESG reporting and build transparency in the clients’ operations.

Many niche providers are focusing on ESG reporting, and industry-specific 
carbon footprint management.

Carbon
footprint-oriented Industry-specific

Focused on
overall ESG

(Automotive industry) 

Cloud sustainability building blocks

Strategize and commit
Embedding sustainability as a key element of overall cloud strategy, committing to sustainability 
targets, and drafting milestone-based adoption roadmap

Measure and report
Monitoring, benchmarking, reporting, analytics, and dashboarding of cloud sustainability-related 
indicators and tracking the impact of technology and services used/delivered

Implement
Implementing and executing cloud sustainability initiatives through sustainable IT infrastructure, 
sustainable operations, and sustainable value chains

Responsibility matrix

Enterprise SI
Technology 

vendor
Weather and climate risk assessment software

Key value proposition: weather and climate risk assessment software track 
climate risks affecting the client’s business, generate insights on weather 
condition for better operational planning, and help in creating climate risks 
scenarios for future action. 

Scope of solution
 Visualize asset risks to hazards such as floods, heat, drought, and cyclone
 Generate heatmaps to show risks and opportunities in investments and 

revenue 

Geospatial data providers

Key value proposition: geospatial data providers are an emerging 
category of providers in the sustainability technology ecosystem. 

Scope of solution
 AI-driven insights on geospatial data 
 Mapping and locating minerals and other natural resources 

Low HighLevel of responsibility:
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